


The latest discovery of the Jews of Amster-
dam a gyspsy woman
and the telescope at the entrance to the tent.
the gypsy woman an arm’s length away.
turning
glass:
magnets,
of war
her father
buried
underneath her bed
He would spend hours
putting together
irresistable power of
conviction



eggplants
like an orange
smashed the
astrolabe
sailing east



broken
although
forever in mind

a
gypsie
with modern
processes
the
simplicity to
it all



overwhelmed by suffocat-
ing
darkness
with a
fascination
of
solitude and oblivion
Trick of fate to search for
sacrifice and
suffering all with
insurmountable
years



in the laboratory,
hallucinating
with a
pipe
startling
young men and women
with parrots
and a
tambourine



monkey
and snake
traveled
like bubbles.
crossing
the mountain range
they saw the immense aquatic expanse
toward the other side of the world.

lost  wandering
a stony river like a
civil war,
madness
with no escape
prepared
to die of old age



no longer
did
he
flee
the situation

his affair in order
tired of waiting
he
kept
the labyrinth



carresses
inspire
girl
meaning 
woman

close 
companion
passion
crunch
skin broke
tears
bravery

heart burst forth
tender
red
l-o-v-i-n-g 
he-art
gypsy 
alarm  disappearance



Spanish lizard
eggs too busy
lost in
manipulation
among
gypsies
of luck



his voice made
solitary
her
left the laboratory

not to speak
convinced that
an atmosphere of uncertainty
tried to
with logic

every day
beyong all logic

but they could
not explain the
small trunk



They kept her, because  they could
which according to
her mother
of all the saints  did not
get a reaction since
no one had died
for a long time



the 
princes
sickness
invented by
terror
found rolling
in spite



decrepit
walls,
afraid
of
light



dying with fright-

would all remain
between
the firing squad



The girl  was
raw. her breathing
forced imeasurable exhaustion
without
candle and
flames

ashes
carried her to bed
per night,
who carried the rocking chair
without
desire to weep.

worn out by
insomnia and fever,
to free her
But
Time migigated
everything
to the fantasies
of existence
through expo-
sures
sooner or later



Divine  in the midst of
understanding
He set up a table and a chair
on the wall
blue in celebration

judging



his wife and seven daughters were traveling
and
the founders
went with their
older sons
to resolve the situation in a pleasant
way.

the black mustache
would characterise him in the
war
and green eyes  were gracious and
well-mannered as
they gave them chairs to sit on.

guns at the door
time to reply

can paint his 
house the colour he feels like

leave at once
right hand with fingers extended



expense Italian
young
man
Soaked in sweat
without
anyone to witness
hammering
neatness of the music
beauty of the melody
camera with the hope

angelic man
showed them
special pants

she did not leave
and the Italian left



mourning
modified
hopes

marriage
trouble
only

“Love is a disease,”

married to our enemy

affection
modesty good manners

disappointment
approval



useless
like
the
others he had known
groping  the air
with
some instinct of direction

far from
light where she
destroyed
hours
like puff paste.



madness
surrendered

resistance
had
freed
the prisoners

a
dead man clutched
perplexed

fear



The
small
hand diving  blind
in an inviolable
twelve-o’clock waltz on the
mature maiden



naked,
exhausting
excitement discovered
in an innocent way
floundering
in
premature
darkness
of  confidential
  peace.



many 
men
Intelligent, pleasant
along the coast
left two
friends
popular elements of both parties
sneaking through the
war



she knew immediately
i always thought a lot about
you
not to become separated
suffocating with curiosity.
He had not stopped desiring her for a
single instant.



cockfights
by Captain Aquiles
Ricardo took
The Liberals
without leaving any scars
with occasional women

killing a fly
Arcadio
hung up a hommock
of
sterile illusions



promised her
heart
She 
told him

“ wait for me at midnight,”



their
final
ambition
On the following day
friendly
things of the past
which turned bedrooms inside out
wearing an ordinary denim
and high boots with spurs
caked with mud and dried blood
His
face had acquired a
metallic hardness
by a vitality that had something to do with the coldness of
his insides. He was taller than when he had left.



radical reforms
open their eyes
brother
gestures
of
repressed loves
his life
impression
be-
yond any variety searching
like human beings through
cloistered rooms

you decide



Amaranta felt
that man
who was thought to be mentally retarded

Amaranta  discov
-ered she had raised
Colonel Gerineldo Marquez

his broad and tender
   one

the unbearable weight

Amaranta locked herself in her bedroom to
weep after giving her final an-
swer to her tenacious suitor:

“We’re too old for this sort of thing now.”



At night
He took pleasure in
his right hand

“You can’t come she told him.

his spirit
reduced to ashes.


